You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for PHILIPS GA 312. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the PHILIPS GA 312 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Pick-up arm rest with clip fine speed adjustment for 33 r. Side-thrust compensation adjuster stylus-force adjustment weight cou nterweight cover adjusting
screw output to amplifier mains plug E Electronic speed control via a tachogenerator and belt drive turntable, which guarantee a very constant rotationspeed
and negligible wow and flutter. E Independent suspension of turntable and pick-up arm on a separate sub-chassis in or"der to minimise the influence of motor
vibration and shocks; this yields very low rumble figures. @@@@@@Check that the mais voltage to which the equiprrl'ent is set corresponds to that of your
local supply. This can be read from the type plate situated on the top of the chassis If necessary, your dealer or service organi- This record player is provided
with two labelled screws @ in the top plate, which are used to lock the sub-chassis (the independently suspended unit consisting of the turntable unit and the
pick-up arm) to protect it against shocks during transporto These screws should be removed after record player has been put in place but before fitting the
turntable (see 'Assembly'). Remove also the packing material from headshell and ali other proteetive material. : Don't forget to lock the sub-chassis again if
the record player has to be transported. -up arm bearing, the first notch corresponds with a stylus force of 0,75gf, the second with 19f, the third with 2gf, the
fourth with 3gf and the fifth with 4gf (see Fig. Slide adjustment weight @ against the pick-up arm bearing. Raise the pick-up arm from the arm resto Â·
Support the pick-up arm near the arm rest with one hand.
With the other hand screw counterweight @ further onto the pick-up arm, until it keeps the arm in equilibrium at the height of the arm rest when vou let the
arm go: the pick-up arm should then float freely and not rise or falI. â· Finally, move adjustment weight @ lJntil its chamfered front coincides with the
required notch in the pick-up armo The turntable the counterweight @, and mounting hardware for other cartridges are packed separately. mount turntable
over spindle Hold counterweight @ in the position indicated in Fig. 1 and screw a few turns onto the end of the pick-up armo The stylus force is the
downward force the stylus exerts on the recordo Each type of cartridge has an optimum stylus force, which is given in the technical data for the cartridge. It is
of the utmost importance that the stylus force should be accurately adjusted to the recommended value, as toa high or toa low a stylus force can lead to poor
sound quality and damage to your records.
After the pick-up arm has been balanced with the counterweight, the stylus force is adjusted by sliding adjustment weight @ over the pick-up arm, until its
chamfered front coincides with the required notch in the pick-up armo Reckoning from the pick- Side thrust is the force generated by the friction of the stylus
against the groove wall, which tends to press the stylus more strongly against the inner groove surface. @@@@Into the wall outlet.
@@@@@@@@Records with a large centre hole, use the adapter. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 4). @@Philips Super M cartridges as
well as other cartridges with RETMA standard mounting distances (1/2" , 12,7mm) can be mounted on the sliding carrier.
remember , the cartridge has to be mounted on the smooth side of the carrier ! Remove the old cartridge from the carrier by first carefully pulling the
coloured wires from the cartridge's contact pins and then unscrewing the fixing screws. the position of Super M cartridges on the carrier is determined by the
notches in the edge of the slots for the nuts. Use the screws and nuts with which the old cartridge was mounted. Place the nuts in their notches and push the
screws through the slots on both sides of the cartridge (Fig. Now connect the coloured wires on the carrier to the pins on the cartridges as follows: L (white)
R (red) LG (blue) (Ieft-hand channel) to L (right-hand channel) to R to LG (return left-hand channel) to RG (return right-hand channel) with the cartridge,
Mount the cartridge with screws and nuts on the carrier, but do not tighten the screws completely, the length of the screws should be chosen to that they do
not project above the edge of the carrier when they are tightened. If necessary, put cylindrical spacers on the screws. Slide the carrier with the cartridge into
the grooves in the jig (Fig. 6). First of ali, check whether the stylus is about 1mm (1/25") underneath the top plate of the jig. If the clearance is greater than
this, place one or more spacers under the cartridge.
Now adjust the cartridge carefully until: The main axis and the long sides of the cartridge are parallel with the lines on top of the jig. @@ Finally, slide the
carrier, back into the headshell. @@@@Although the stylus is only subject to very slight wear, it is advisable to have it checked at regular intervals by your
dealer, e. The stylus can be cleaned with a soft-haired brush. Never put a record on the turntable or remove one from the turntable while the latter is still
rotating. .
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